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Venice         
 
Elegant modern symmetry combines with sculptural form to create a 
modern classic in Omvivo’s recently launched Venice collection. 
 
Contemporary luxury achieved through considered design is Omvivo’s hallmark, 
and the new Venice range lives up to expectations.  The combination of timber 
and matt white solid surface offers modern finishes with an organic feel, whilst 
the sleek minimal styling promises elegance and a sense of calm.  
 
Solid surface, smooth flowing lines in the round or oval matt white basin, 
inspire comparisons to classical sculpture.  This sense is enhanced by the sleek 
lines of the complimentary range of Venice furniture in contemporary finishes.  
 
Designed and made in Australia, the Venice furniture consists of wall mounted 
drawers with push to open mechanisms and divider inserts as well as clean wall 
mounted floating benches and box frame mirrors.   
 
‘The Omvivo design team has created a sculptural and luxurious range in 
Venice, ideal for the premium residential market as well as exclusive hotel and 
hospitality environments.  The matt white surface of the basin offers a 
stunning juxtaposition with the warm timber joinery.  Perfectly proportioned 
and with beautiful detailing, Venice is the ultimate elegant statement for the 
classic contemporary bathroom’  
     Suzie Dyson - General Manager 
 
Venice is now available exclusively through Reece bathroom showrooms. 
 
Venice round basin  RRP $699.60 incl GST     
Venice oval basin  RRP $799.70 incl GST 
Furniture from  RRP $499.00 incl GST 
 
Venice basin materials:  Solid surface in Matt White        
 
Venice vanity materials:  Vanity drawer available in Arlington Oak, Mali Wenge 
or White Satin.  Vanity bench top available in Arlington Oak, Mali Wenge, Snow 
Caesarstone

®
   

 
Venice floating bench and mirror materials:  Arlington Oak or Mali Wenge  
 
One of the world’s premium luxury bathroom brands, Omvivo offers a 
collection to suit a vast array of styles and spaces, from apartment living to 
large family homes, premium hotels and unique commercial applications.  
Influenced by the diversity of today’s bathroom environments, the Omvivo 
design team is committed to innovative, sophisticated yet uncomplicated luxury 
design for modern bathrooms.   
 

For further information on Venice, high resolution images or additional quotes 
and pricing please contact Amanda Robinson on +61 3 9339 8132 or via email, 
arobinson@omvivo.com 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 


